
Should we allow invoices that have no fund distributions? This would mean they 
create no payments or credits. Also, re payment and credit restrictions?

Decision: The total must be covered but we should allow a 0 dollar invoice
§ Invoices are often used to communicate transfers to the accounting 

system as that is the only way to communicate transactions 
automatically

§ Eg. You paid a deposit upfront from a specific fund and as material 
arrives you will debit other funds and credit that fund the amount. 
Ultimately net 0 impact but an important transfer that needs to 
happen in the accounting system

○

•

Decision: Do transfers need to be output as a voucher: NO•
Review Feature updates and current priorities

Re rank
UXPROD-2168§
UXPROD-1129§
UXPROD-199§
UXPROD-1845§
UXPROD-1986§
UXPROD-2141§
UXPROD-1018§
UXPROD-772§
UXPROD-201§
UXPROD-203§
UXPROD-188 (Should this be changed to Pre-order search?)§
https://issues.folio.org/issues/?filter=11917§

○
•

(Time permitting) Discuss claiming details and planned functionality•

Export library accounting voucher workflow (No discussion)
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